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aIncludes only violent sex offenses.
bExcludes tax fraud.
cExcludes transportation of stolen property.
dExcludes fraudulent property offenses; includes destruction of property and
trespass.
eOffenses not classifiable or not a violation of the U.S. Code.

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Compendium
of Federal Justice Statistics, 2001, NCJ 201627 (Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Justice, 2003), p. 104.

Note: See Note, table 6.4. These data are from the Federal Bureau of Prisons data files.
Prisoners and the length of their sentences are classified according to the offense associ -
ated with the longest single sentence actually imposed. Prisoners serving consecutive
sentences may have total imposed sentences exceeding the longest single sentence length.
Accordingly, the time actually served may exceed the longest single imposed sentence.
"Time served" is the number of months from the prisoner's arrival into jurisdiction of the
Bureau of Prisons until first release from prison, plus any jail time served and credited. The
total reported for "all offenses" includes prisoners whose offense category could not be
determined. These data exclude prisoners who left Federal prison by extraordinary means,
such as death, sentence commutation, and treaty transfer: 4,375 prisoners in fiscal year
2001. For methodology and definitions of terms, see Appendix 11.
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